ORDERS: (800) 341-9500 • PHONE: (401) 847-9144 • MARINE-RESCUE.COM

CPR/FIRST AID • UNIFORMS • RESCUE CANS • RESCUE TUBES • BACKBOARDS
WHISTLES • FINS • SUNSCREEN • LIFEGUARD STANDS • BUOYS • KAYAKS
BINOCULARS • RESCUE/COMPETITION BOARDS • UMBRELLAS • MUCH MORE!
Proudly serving the rescue and recreational needs of municipalities, private and public beaches, parks, recreational facilities, fire and rescue departments and consumers for over 50 years. Our dedication to presenting only the very finest selection of quality products combined with our meticulous attention to customer service and competitive pricing make us the go-to resource for all of your lifeguard & rescue equipment, and apparel.

AGENCIES USING OUR EQUIPMENT INCLUDE:

Tucson, AZ
Del-Mar, CA
Los Angeles County
San Diego, CA
State of California
Stamford, CT
State of Connecticut
Delaware Seashore
Boca Raton, FL
Deerfield Beach, FL
Del Ray Beach, FL
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Hollywood, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Palm Beach County, FL
Pompano Beach, FL
Sarasota County, FL
Sunny Isles, FL
Volusia City, FL
City & County Honolulu
Chicago, IL
Nantucket Surf Rescue, MA
Nauset Beach, MA
Baltimore, MD
Ocean City, MD
Old Orchard, ME
National Park Service

Carolina Beach, NC
Belmar Beach Patrol, NJ
Cape May, NJ
Lavallette, NJ
Long Beach Island, NJ
Manasquan, NJ
Monmouth County, NJ
Ocean City, NJ
Ostley Beach, NJ
Sea Girt, NJ
Sea Isle City, NJ

State of New Jersey
Gatesways, NRA
Babylon, NY
City of New York
Hempstead, NY
Islip, NY
Jones Beach, NY
Long Beach, NY
Ocean Beach, NY
Oyster Bay, NY
Southampton, NY

State of New York
Suffolk Co, NY
Lack's Beach Service, SC
Myrtle Beach, SC
North Myrtle Beach, SC
Cameron County, TX
Galveston, TX
Houston, TX
Newport News, VA
Norfolk, VA
VA Beach Lifesaving
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Marine Rescue Products Founder & President Rian Wilkinson with Sachuest Beach Lifeguards, Middletown, Rhode Island. Circa 1970

SERVING THE WORLD’S BEST LIFEGUARDS SINCE 1970

Proudly serving the rescue and recreational needs of municipalities, private and public beaches, parks, recreational facilities, fire and rescue departments and consumers for over 50 years. Our dedication to presenting only the very finest selection of quality products combined with our meticulous attention to customer service and competitive pricing make us the go-to resource for all of your lifeguard & rescue equipment, and apparel.
DeBug Wheelchairs

Unique design keeps you supported at an adjustable angle. May be scaled to fit any size person. All four wheels keep in contact with the ground on uneven terrain, making the De-Bug more stable and comfortable than fixed wheelchairs.

- High Grade Stainless Steel Construction
- Articulating Rear Wheels Rotate 360º
- Adjustable Tilt Angle • Rear Brakes
- Footrest • Headrest Option
- Swing-Away Removable Arm Rests
- Width: Beach 33.5”/Aquatic 27”
- Capacity 350 lbs. (650 lbs. Additional Fee)

Aquatic comes with standard tires, perfect for zero-entry pools. Tires can be easily changed for all-terrain use.

DeBug Beach Walker

SKU: DEBUG-WALK

Unique design is ideal for rolling over sand and other difficult terrain.

- Foldable aluminum frame makes it easy to store and transport.
- Adjustable push handles provide firm stability with precise positioning.
- Wheels and lower frame is durable and resistant to damage from sand and salt.
- Various models available.

MRP Beach Wheelchair

Features either 2 large & 2 small swivel wheels OR 4 large wheels, large storage area, brake, sliding footrest & umbrella. Lightweight, durable PVC frame.

WaterWheels® Wheelchair  SKU: WATERW

The ONLY floating wheelchair that has passed the rigorous RESNA tests (Rehabilitation, Engineering, and Assistive Technology Society of North America).

- High Flotation Armrests and Tires
- Folding Aluminum Frame
- Stainless Steel Fork, Axles and Hardware
- UV Resistant, Quick-Dry Seat for Durability and Comfort
- Three-Position Adjustable Backrest
- Easy Assembly within Minutes

Beach Access Mat  SKU: AM

Cool, even surface for walking, wheelchairs, and strollers. Extremely durable, lightweight polyester. Easy to install (hardware included).

- Blue or Brown  Standard Lengths 33’, 50’, 75’, 100’: 3’, 5’ or 6’ Wide

WetMats & GrassMats

SKU: WETMAT II  Extensive Barefoot Traffic Inside/Outside
SKU: WETMAT III  Hard Wearing Heavy Usage Long Term
SKU: GRASSMAT  Protect, Reinforce, Stabilize Grassed Areas
RESCUE TUBES WITH BRASS CLIP

SKU: 600PC

PLASTIC CLIP RESCUE TUBE  Not for Extreme Rescues
40” x 6” x 4” wrap-around tube with plastic clip. Intended for pools and calm water rescue only.
Red or Orange Tube with White Lettering

SKU: 350-YEL-LG
LIFEGUARD

SKU: 350-RED-LG
LIFEGUARD

SKU: 350-YEL-JG
JR. GUARD

SKU: 350-YEL-RES
RESCUE

SKU: 350-YEL RD-RES
RESCUE

SKU: 350-RED-PLAIN
RESCUE

SKU: 350-RED-LG
LIFEGUARD

SKU: 350-YEL-PLAIN
Plain yellow tubes also available.

SKU: 350-YEL RD-LG
Also Available with Red Lettering

SKU: 350-YEL-RES

SKU: 350-YEL RD-RES

SKU: 350-RED-PLAIN

SKU: 350-RED-LG

SKU: 350-YEL-PLAIN

SKU: 350-RED-LG

SKU: 350-YEL-PLAIN

350 Wrap-Around Tubes
★ Designed for surf, rivers, open waters, demanding rescues, as well as pools
★ Rounded edges for guard comfort ★ Ensolite foam construction with heavy vinyl covering
★ Complete with 2" shoulder strap, and 6’ tow strap ★ Approx. 40"x 5½"x 3"

All 350 Tubes are Made in the USA

Improved vinyl coat dipping method
REACH ASSIST RESCUE TUBES

These tubes are recommended for waterparks, lakes, and pools. All are manufactured from the highest quality foam and coating!

Rounded End Rescue Tube
SKU: 550L
- 48"x 6"x 4"
- 7" Reach Assist Loop
- 6" Tow Strap
- Adjustable Shoulder Strap
- Rounded Ends
- No Clip
- "LIFEGUARD" Logo

Tapered End Rescue Tube
SKU: 450RA
- 48½"x 6"x 3¼"
- 7" Reach Assist Loop
- 6" Tow Strap
- Adjustable Shoulder Strap
- Tapered Ends
- No Clip
- "LIFEGUARD" Logo

ExoTube™
SKU: SRT-50 (50"x 6"x 3")
SKU: SRT-40 (40"x 6"x 3")
- Durable Nylon Mesh Casing – No Splitting!
- Textured Surface Provides A No-Slip Grip
- 6’ Tow Strap
- 2” Adjustable Shoulder Strap
- Velcro Towline Tie-Down Strap
- "GUARD" Logo
- No Clip
- Available in 40” or 50” Lengths
- 1 Year Limited Warranty

Cutaway Rescue Tube
SKU: 460
- 52"x 6"x 3"
- Reach Assist Loop
- 6” Tow Strap
- 2” Adjustable Shoulder Strap
- Arm Cut-Outs
- No Clip
- “GUARD” Logo

Guard of the Week Rescue Tube
SKU: 700GW
- 49"x 6¼”x 3”
- Reach Assist Loop
- 6” Tow Strap
- “GUARD OF THE WEEK” Logo In Gold
- Adjustable Strap
- No Clip

FlipEasy Pouch
SKU: BIG-FLIPEASY
Designed to hold a CPR mask on a lifeguard hip pack, standard belt, or rescue tube.
Made to fit our BigEasy Rescue Breathing Mask (Sold Separately)

Rescue Tube Sleeve
SKU: SLEEVE
- 29” protective neoprene cover extends the life of your tube. Fits ALL TUBES
When lives are at stake, use the best!

★ Now even stronger with improved linear plastic.
★ Molded, pebble-grained hand grips reduce slippage.
★ Heavy duty 2" nylon strap and 10' of 11/32" line.
★ 40 years of proven use worldwide.

The original rescue cans developed by L.A. County Chief Bob Burnside!

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

SKU: 200  33" long, 5 lbs., with 2" Velcro strap and tow line. Perfect for multi-victim rescues and SCUBA divers. TWICE the buoyancy of the 105 can Red, Yellow, Lime

SKU: 105  28" long, 3 lbs., with 2" Velcro strap and tow line. Ideal for Patrol and “One Victim-One Guard” Rescues Red, Yellow, Lime

SKU: L&S  Replacement strap and line for the 105 and 200
SKU: 110  stainless steel mounting rack for the 105 rescue can.
SKU: 210  stainless steel mounting rack for the 200 rescue can.

ALL OUR RESCUE CANS, RESCUE REELS & BAGS ARE MADE IN THE USA

RESCUE REELS & BAGS

Great in Severe Conditions – Rip Tides, River, Ice, Flood, and Multi-Victim Rescues

Marsars Water Rescue Bag
SKU: WRB-600 (600' line)
- 1/4" floating line • stainless steel clip
- transportable yellow mesh bag
- padded shoulder strap
- 2" carrying strap

Heavy Duty Rescue Bags

3/8” Line
SKU: RB-50  50'
SKU: RB-90  90'
Ideal for lake, boat, ice, and ocean rescues. Solid braid marine polypro line. Quick-release web & buckle.

Marsars Rescue Reel
SKU: 1600 (600' line)  SKU: 1800 (800' line)
- Lightweight • Maintenance Free
- PVC Pipe • Backlash Clutch • Removable Handle
- 1/4" Floating Line • Neck strap • Stainless Steel Snap

Marsars 2-in-1 Bag
SKU: TOB  Rescue Bag with Throw Ball. Can easily be re-thrown using the ball, includes 75’ of 3/8” line with mesh bag.
SKU: TOB-SL  With signal light.

Made In the U.S.A.
SKU: MEG-15
15 watts. Only 1½ pounds, has a 5/8 mile range with talk and siren modes.

SKU: MEG-25
25 watts. Only 2 pounds, 1 mile range. Talk, siren, and whistle modes. LED battery indicator.

SKU: MEG-25-MIC
25 watts. Detachable mic and cord. 1 mile range, 2½ pounds. Talk, siren, whistle modes.

SKU: AIR HORN
Long range horn, meets environmental standards.

SKU: AH-REFILL
Air Horn Refill

Ringing Buoy
White, Orange Unicell soft foam, won’t rot or waterlog.

SKU: 250 20” diameter.
SKU: 251 24” diameter.
SKU: 300 30” diameter.

Ring Holder
Stainless steel, fits all ring buoys.

Throw Lines
Polypro Line With Foot Lemon
SKU: TL-30 30’ of line.
SKU: TL-60 60’ of line.

Reaching Pole
SKU: RP-612
Highest quality aluminum telescoping pole, complete with plastic handle and locking cam. 6’-12’.

Shepherd’s Crook
SKU: SC
Heavyweight aluminum crook with protective tip. Bolts to reaching pole.

Double Shepherd’s Crook
SKU: SCDBL
Excellent for poolside and beachfront rescues. Mounts to standard straight rescue poles.

Restube Lifeguard
SKU: RESTUBE-LG
RESTUBE revolutionary self-inflating Lifeguard rescue buoy inflates within seconds with one pull of a trigger wire (doubles as a safety whistle) using a replaceable CO2 cartridge (included).

Allows resting and easily supporting of the victims head above water.
C-shape design features a safety lanyard to easily attach to the victim and a high visibility reflector.

Restube Automatic
SKU: RESTUBE-AUTO
Water-activated Restube. Automatically inflates within seconds of hitting water. Replaceable CO2 cartridges available. Throw it to assist a person in water. Manual pull to inflate also possible.
Our Soft Top Rescue Boards feature a honeycomb foam and wood core wrapped in epoxy for a durable, yet lightweight board, an EVA foam deck for comfort and strength, and epoxy bottom for speed. All our boards include handles, safety flex skeg, and a leash plug.

10’ SOFT-TOP
SKU: STMRP-10
- Length 10’
- Width 24”
- Depth 3.25”
- 19 lbs.
- Six Handles

12’ SOFT-TOP
SKU: STMRP-12
- Length 12’
- Width 26.25”
- Depth 3.5”
- 28 lbs.
- Six Handles

11’ SOFT-TOP PERFORMANCE
SKU: STMRP-11P
Same as 11’ Soft-Top, but we’ve removed the EVA foam coating from the rails for improved lifeguard performance and less chaffing when paddling.

Visit our website to see our complete line of paddleboard accessories and replacement parts.

PRO BOARD BAG
SKU: BBAG-PRO
Our pro board bags offer better protection and reflective print for increased visibility. Fits all 10’6” rescue & competition boards. Carry strap included. Red, Orange, Green, Aqua
RESCUE & COMPETITION BOARDS

HURRICANE
Built for speed!
Extremely reactive and easy to handle in surf.
Supports up to 185 lbs.

- 10'6" L x 20" W
- Center 6" Thick
- Nose 7.5" Thick • 18 lbs.

Surf Rescue Boards
SKU: 7000

SKU: 7000-EURO
Same construction as our 7000 rescue board with these added features: Carry handles run almost the full length of board, with a break in the middle for comfortable paddling. There is an additional SUP style carry handle in the center of the deck.

- Knee Pads Included
- Fin Included
- Full-length handles.
- Height 10'6"
- Depth 6.5"
- Width 23"
- 25 lbs.

Yellow Only

Big Red
SKU: 1000
Molded epoxy foam board. Concave deck. 6 handles. Kneepad and fin included.
- Height 11'9"
- Width 23"
- Depth 4"
- 28 lbs.

Red with White Cross

10'6" SURF RESCUE BOARD w/EVA DECK
SKU: STMRP-106
- Extra Airex foam layer for added strength
- Carbon fiber reinforced nose, rails and tail
- Recessed deck for additional guard and victim security
- Air valve for hot days
- Meets all USLA competition standards
- Full length handles
- Knee pads included
- Length 10'6"
- Width 23"
- Depth 6.5"
- 27 lbs.
- No leash plug

TRACKSTA CARBON
Lightweight, stiffer and stronger due to carbon fiber layers. Ideal paddler weight: 180 - 215 lbs.
- Matte White Finish

- 10'6" L x 20" W
- Center 6.25" Thick
- Nose 7.25" Thick • 20 lbs.

Blizzard (not shown)
Great for competition or recreation. Pre-shaped by machine then finished by hand. Matte White Finish

- 12'L x 20"W • 6.5" Thick
- Nose 7.5" Thick • 21.5 lbs.

Blizzard does not meet USLA competition standards, exceeds regulation length.

FLORA
Ideal for paddlers weighing up to 130 lbs. such as female and junior guards.
- 10'6" L x 20" W
- Center 5.5" Thick
- Nose 7" Thick • 17.5 lbs.

STORM
Great for heavier paddlers Slightly larger and more stable than our Hurricane. Supports up to 220 lbs.
- 10'6" L x 21.5" W
- Center 6.5" Thick
- Nose 7" Thick • 20 lbs.

Tracksta Carbon

COMPETITION BOARDS
Our competition boards are machine shaped with an EPS foam core, an additional Airex foam layer for strength and laminated with epoxy fiberglass. Machine shaping makes our boards stronger and more affordable than traditional hand-shaped boards. Except as noted, our competition boards meet USLA competition standards. Knee pads and fins are included. Contact us for available colors & styles.

New

1800-778-9185

108 40th Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02472

http://www.watertownpaddle.com
**MRP Junior Guard Board**

*Ideal for lifeguard training and junior lifeguard programs*

- 8' Junior Rescue Board
  - SKU: JRB-8
  - 8'x24"x3" • 14 lbs.

- 9' Junior Rescue Board
  - SKU: JRB-9
  - 9'x24.25"x3.25" • 16 lbs.

- 10' Junior Rescue Board
  - SKU: JRB-10
  - 10'x24.5"x3.5" • 18 lbs.

- EPS Foam Core
  - Soft, PE Foam deck
- High-Density, Slick Bottom
- Alligator Skin EVA Cover
- Reinforced Front Straps for Comfort
- Tri-Fin Setup for Increased Performance
- Leash plug

**9' Racing Soft Board**

9'x19"x5.5"

- SKU: BRT-9
  - For USLA “B & C” Jr. Guards

- State-of-the-Art Closed Cell Core
- Finely Textured Non-Abrasive Deck
- Surlyn® bottom for Strength & Speed
- Dual Stringers for Added Strength
- Fin, Handles, and Knee Pads Included
- 14 lbs.

*Light Blue, Lime Green, Orange, Red, Yellow*

Most popular Junior board at the USLA Championships!

**Nipper SKU: Nipper**

*Our Nipper board is light and stable. A fiberglass reinforced foam core and padded all over with an EVA coating. Easy and forgiving handling. Suitable for children under 100 lbs.*

- Colors Vary
- Length: 8'5"
- Width: 18"
- Thickness: 5"
- 12 lbs.

**Soft Slick Nipper SKU: NIPPER-SS**

*Foam core wrapped with a soft, PE foam deck and slick bottom for speed. Reinforced nose and tail block.*

- Colors Vary
- Handles & Fin Included
- Length: 8'9"
- Width: 19"
- Thickness: 6¼"
- 12 lbs.

**Meets USLA Junior Guard Competition Standards**
Rescue Sled & Lifeguard Kayak

Techniques Similar to Rescue Board
SKU: LK2

- Carry Handles - Nose/Tail
- More Stable
- Great for Patrol
- Almost Indestructible
- Self-Bailing System
- 11'6" Long
- Weight: 63 Lbs.
- Capacity 350 Lbs.
- Molded-In Seat Well with Seat Pad
- Includes Comfort Plus Seat (not shown)
- Molded-In Cup Holder
- Oversize Tank Well with Bungee
- Built-in Ergonomic Bow and Stern Handles
- Does Not Include Seatback or Hatch Cover

SKU: COM
Durable thermal-molded foam. Very firm lower back support. Great for camps! Yellow

SKU: COM-PRO
Cushy backrest with waffled seat pad for extra comfort and a much dryer ride. Gray

SKU: COM-PLUS
Best Value! Adjustable nylon-covered seat with pad. Reflective graphics. Black

SKU: CAN
Recommended for the LK. Extra-strong for rugged use. Asymmetrical blade. Drip guards included.

SKU: ESCAPE
Dihedral blade for easy pull with less effort. Two-piece fiberglass shaft. Black or Yellow

Standard Rescue Sled
SKU: SLED-STANDARD
This top choice of marine rescue professionals is the benchmark for performance. Allows for 2 person pick-ups. Agile handling and large enough to strap on a couple of boards.
Dimensions 5"x 38"x 68"

Cutter Rescue Sled
SKU: SLED-CUTTER
Extra cargo capacity. Great for sailboarders, divers, tow surfers anyone who needs space for gear. Recommended for heavier people (185 lbs.) and in cold waters where being high & dry reduces exposure.
Dimensions 5"x 38"x 74"

Color Options for All Sleds: Deck Colors: Marine Camo, Military Camo, Dark Gray "Grooved", Smooth Gray, Black Rail Colors: Yellow, Black, Light Blue

Attachment kits sold separately. Please provide PWC make when ordering.
Kemp USA EMS Bags are now available with first aid supplies included! See website for details.

Kemp USA Maxi Trauma Bag
SKU: TB-MAXI MPN #10-107
Navy, Orange
- Fits all basic first-aid supply needs for daily use
- Elastic loops on top to hold small equipment
- Large, zippered end pockets • Shoulder strap
- Customizable interior • 18"x13"x10" • 2 lbs.

Kemp USA Professional Trauma Bag
SKU: TB-PRO MPN #10-104
Red Only
- Front pocket with elastic loops and pouches
- Easy-access top pocket
- Two side pockets
- Internal pouch • Reflective trim
- Tuck-away backpack harness • Replaceable bottom
- Padded shoulder strap • 17.5"x13"x10" • 4 lbs.

Kemp USA Ultimate EMS Backpack
SKU: TB-BACKPACK
MPN #10-115
Red
- Overall 13"x16"x25"
- 8 lbs. • Holds 75+ lbs.
- Main compartment with 4 pouches & D-tank strap
- 2 front pockets 10"x13"x3"
- Side pockets 19"x 7"x 4"
- Right pocket with dividers
- Left pocket with 4 pouches
- Handles top & side • Molded feet

Kemp USA 1st Responder Bag
SKU: TB-FR MPN #10-108
- Interior features removable and adjustable compartments
- Numerous fast-stick strips and elastic loops
- Five external compartments
- Plastic runners on bottom for increased durability
- Multiple carry options: single padded shoulder strap, top handle, and tuck-away padded backpack shoulder straps with hip belt
- 20"x12"x8" • 7 lbs.

Kemp USA Ultimate EMS Bag
SKU: TB-ULTRA MPN #10-110
Red
- One, large internal compartment with equipment divider and removable zippered pouches
- Five external pockets • Feet on bottom to prevent wear
- Padded nylon duffel handle and nylon shoulder strap
- 17"x16"x25" • 6 lbs. • Can fit D-tank cylinder

Respond Bag with Medication Pouch
SKU: TBTPN-RMP
MPN #10-125
- Made completely from Fluid Resistant Tarpaulin. 4 removable inside pockets. All pouches have handles for easy transport. Reflective stripes on the sides and zipper pulls.
- 30.5"x19.5"x15" • 6 lbs.
PREMIUM TRAUMA & EMS BAGS

• Ultra-durable 1680 Denier Ballistic Nylon.
• Gel foam padded shoulder straps for comfort.
• Reinforced stitching at all stress points.
• Highly visible reflective pull tabs and stripes.
• Black nickel hardware with oversized zippers.

Kemp USA Professional Trauma Bag
SKU: TBPRE-PRO MPN #10-104-PRE
• Pull-out knee pad.
• Front pocket with elastic loops & pouches
• Easy-access top pocket
• Two external side pockets
• Internal pouch
• Tuck-away harness
• Replaceable bottom
• Padded shoulder strap
17.5”x13”x10” • 5 lbs.
Red, Navy

Kemp USA Ultimate EMS Backpack
SKU: TBPRE-BP MPN #10-115-PRE
• Tested to hold over 75 lbs.
• Main compartment with four removable pouches and strap for D-tank
• Five external pockets
• Front pockets 10”x13”x3”
• Side pockets 19”x7”x4”
• Right pocket has dividers.
• Left pocket has four removable pouches
• Handles on top and side
• Molded feet on bottom
Overall 13”x16”x25”
9 lbs. Red Only

Fluid Resistant
Premium Trauma & EMS Bags
Same great Kemp USA Premium bags made with heavy duty, washable, fluid-resistant tarpaulin. Red Only
See First Aid Fanny Packs on Page 24
Quickly access your BigEasy mask on a lifeguard hip pack or standard belt.

**Big Easy CPR Mask**
- SKU: BIG-COMBO Mask & Carry Pouch
- SKU: BIG-MASK Mask Only

**FlipEasy Pouch**
- SKU: BIG-FLIPEASY Pouch Only

- Allows for emergency in-water rescue breathing
- Transparent, easy to see any obstructions
- Durable high-density latex-free bladder
- One-way valve with O₂ port attaches to any bag valve mask

**CPR Mask and Valve with Integrated Oxygen Port**

**MRP Pocket Masks**
- Adult Only - Hard Case
  SKU: DBR-A
- Adult and Infant - Hard Case
  SKU: DBR-C
- Child
  SKU: DBR-I

- Designed for Single Patient Use
- Adjustable Air Cushion Mask
- Oxygen Bag Reservoir
- Includes Bag for Easy Storage

**Ambu Pocket Masks**
- SKU: PM-02
- SKU: PM-OSP

- Adult Mask w/Strap
  - O₂ Inlet
  - Gloves
  - Alcohol Wipes
  - Hard Case or Soft Pouch

**Kemp Adult and Infant Combo**
- SKU: PM21S-KEMP
  - Soft Pouch, O₂ Valve, Head Strap

- Adult Mask with Strap
  - O₂ Inlet
  - Gloves
  - Alcohol Wipes
  - Hard Case

**Not Shown**
- AMBU Adult/Child Combo
  - No O₂ Valve
  - No Head Strap
  - SKU: PM21S-AMBU

**AMBU Disposable Bag Resuscitator**
Innovative handle/hand hold for a steady grip and full compressions. See-through valve, mask & swivel.
- Designed for Single Patient Use
- Adjustable Air Cushion Mask
- Oxygen Bag Reservoir
- Includes Bag for Easy Storage

**Best Buy**
CPR Equipment

- SKU: BIG-COMBO Mask & Carry Pouch
- SKU: BIG-MASK Mask Only

- Allows for emergency in-water rescue breathing
- Transparent, easy to see any obstructions
- Durable high-density latex-free bladder
- One-way valve with O₂ port attaches to any bag valve mask

**Big Easy CPR Mask**
- SKU: BIG-COMBO Mask & Carry Pouch
- SKU: BIG-MASK Mask Only

**FlipEasy Pouch**
- SKU: BIG-FLIPEASY Pouch Only

- Allows for emergency in-water rescue breathing
- Transparent, easy to see any obstructions
- Durable high-density latex-free bladder
- One-way valve with O₂ port attaches to any bag valve mask

**CPR Mask and Valve with Integrated Oxygen Port**

**MRP Pocket Masks**
- Adult Only - Hard Case
  SKU: DBR-A
- Adult and Infant - Hard Case
  SKU: DBR-C
- Child
  SKU: DBR-I

- Designed for Single Patient Use
- adjustable Air Cushion Mask
- Oxygen Bag Reservoir
- Includes Bag for Easy Storage

**Ambu Pocket Masks**
- SKU: PM-02
- SKU: PM-OSP

- Adult Mask w/Strap
  - O₂ Inlet
  - Gloves
  - Alcohol Wipes
  - Hard Case or Soft Pouch

**Kemp Adult and Infant Combo**
- SKU: PM21S-KEMP
  - Soft Pouch, O₂ Valve, Head Strap

- Adult Mask with Strap
  - O₂ Inlet
  - Gloves
  - Alcohol Wipes
  - Hard Case

**Not Shown**
- AMBU Adult/Child Combo
  - No O₂ Valve
  - No Head Strap
  - SKU: PM21S-AMBU

**AMBU Disposable Bag Resuscitator**
Innovative handle/hand hold for a steady grip and full compressions. See-through valve, mask & swivel.
- Designed for Single Patient Use
- Adjustable Air Cushion Mask
- Oxygen Bag Reservoir
- Includes Bag for Easy Storage
Laerdal BaXstrap

SKU: 2018
- Extra-Large Handholds
- Strap Holes for Pediatric Patients—No Need for Towels!
- Carbon Fiber Rods for Increased Strength
- Radiolucent: MRI and CT Scan Compatible
- 16” x 72” x 2.5” • 13.5 lbs.
  Olive Green, Yellow

SKU: 2009
- Supports over 700 lbs.
- X-Ray Translucent
- Large Handles with Pins
- Rotationally Molded
- 3 Molded Runners
- 18” x 72.5” x 2.5”
- 16 Lbs.
  White, Blue, Orange, Yellow, Red

SKU: 2001
- Hand-Holds with Pins
- Ideal For Aquatic Use
- 100% Polyethylene
- X-Ray Translucent
- Rotationally Molded
- Supports up to 400 lbs.
- 18” x 72” x 2” • 15 lbs.
  White, Blue, Orange, Yellow

Spineboard Bundle Package

Spineboard #2001
Immobilizer #MRP
4 Straps #LLS

Premium Patient Carry Sheet
SKU: PCS Black/Gray Only
- Heavy Constructed Vinyl • Water-resistant
- Easy to Store and Clean • 72” x 38”
- 5 Handles Each Side, 2 Each Head & Foot

Ambu® Perfit Ace Extrication Collars

SKU: ADJ-A
Adult collar adjusts to 16 sizes. 2 safety buttons to keep collar in place.

SKU: ADJ-C
Child collar fits infants to small adults with 12 settings.

SKU: COL
Stiff support, pop-up chin, trachea hole, color-coded sizing, x-ray lucent, no assembly required.
Available in Six Sizes:
  Baby, Pedi, No-Neck, Short, Regular, Tall

COLLAR BAGS
Keep your collars organized...
SKU: CCB-1 One compartment holds 6 collars.
SKU: CCB-6 Six separate compartments.
IMMOBILIZERS • STRAPS • BLANKETS

FLIP STRAP
One-piece 2" wide poly web strap with Velcro. Reflective strap with carrying case.

Why Pay More?

Best Buy

MRP All-Purpose Immobilizer SKU: MRP
Thick foam blocks, base plate, and head and chin straps.
See Website for Replacement Parts

Laerdal Speed Block Immobilizer SKU: SB
Simple application, multi-axis system fits all head shapes.
Low-cost disposable pads. Quick-release handle lock. Contoured fit for all patients aged 2 and up.

FERNO SKU: FERNO
Two thick foam support blocks, removable base plate, and head and chin straps. Orange Only

Loop-Lock Straps SKU: LLS Always Ready!
Attach to side handles of all of our spine boards.
2" polyweb with quick-release Delran buckles.
Specify colors when ordering. Blue, Orange, Red, Yellow, Black

Mylar Blanket SKU: Mylar
Lightweight, windproof, waterproof. Fits easily in first aid kit or hip pack. 56"x80"

Metal Speed Clip Strap SKU: 4600SC
Nylon webbing with a quick-release, automobile style, push button buckle and metal swivel speed clip. This strap is for use with spineboards with pins only. Royal Blue

Velcro Straps SKU: 4500 Heavy-duty nylon, full-length Velcro. Easily attaches to any opening. Store in the "roll" position or across the board—always ready. Black

Fire Blanket Bag SKU: WB-BAG
Nylon bag with fast-stick closures. Lightweight and wall mountable.
Wool Blanket Sold Separately

Wool Blankets 60"x84" Gray Only
80% Wool SKU: WB-80
50% Wool SKU: WB-50
30% Wool SKU: WB-30

SPIDER STRAP
One-piece 2" wide poly web strap with Velcro. Reflective strap with carrying case.

Ten attach points!

Wool Blankets 60"x84" Gray Only
80% Wool SKU: WB-80
50% Wool SKU: WB-50
30% Wool SKU: WB-30
MEN’S SUITS

TYR Tahoe Atlantic Short SKU: TAHOE
Sanded polyester suit with boxer style liner. Elastic waist with drawstring. Two front pockets and one side zip pocket. 6” inseam

Mantra Red Only
S (29-32), M (32-35), L (35-38), XL (38-41), XXL (41-44)

Red, Navy

TYR Hydro Short SKU: HYDRO
Affordable full-cut nylon suit. 2 side pockets, plus key pocket. Elastic waist, mesh liner, silk-screened GUARD logo, 6” inseam.

Red, Navy
S (29-32), M (32-35), L (35-38), XL (38-41), XXL (41-44)

TYR Challenger Short SKU: CHALL
Sanded polyester with two side and one rear velcro pockets. Boxer style liner, elastic waist. GUARD silk-screened left leg. 9.5” inseam.

Red, Navy
S (29-32), M (32-35), L (35-38), XL (38-41), XXL (41-44)

TYR Aero Short SKU: AERO
Embroidered Guard Logo and bold stripes. Sanded polyester. Fully adjustable tie & elastic waist. Mesh liner, 2 side pockets, and one rear Velcro pocket. 9.5” inseam.

S (29-32), M (32-35), L (35-38), XL (38-41), XXL (41-44)

Red, Navy

Elastic Waist Board Short SKU: BDSH-EW
The great look of a traditional board short, but with an elastic waist and drawstring for EASIER SIZING. Micro-mesh liner. 8” Inseam. 2 Side Pockets, one cargo pocket. Quick-drying.

XS (27-28), S (29-30), M (32-34), L (36-38), XL (40-42), XXL (44-46), 3XL (48-50)

Red, Navy

Guard Patch SKU: GP
6.5” long, embroidered Sold separately or sewn on most suits. Black on White

Watermen Classic Board Short SKU: BDSH
Soft Supplex, long cut, front tie, velcro fly. One side pocket. 8” inseam. No liner. Even Sizes 28”–42”

Red, Navy
These long-lasting TYR suits offer excellent protection against both chlorine and the sun.

All 2020 TYR Guard suits are fully lined, Durafast One® fabric.

- 100% Polyester
- 100% Chlorine Proof
- 300+ Hours Performance
- UPF 50+ • 100% Colorfast

TYR Women’s Cutoutfit SKU: COFIT
Navy, Red, Mantra Red Sizes 26-40

TYR Women’s Diamondfit SKU: DIAFIT
Navy, Red Sizes 26-40

TYR Women’s Maxfit SKU: MAXFIT
Navy, Red Sizes 30-44

TYR Women’s Della Boyshort SKU: DELLBOY
Navy, Red, Mantra Red Sizes XS-XL
- Adjustable cord at waist

New textured color “Mantra Red” available on select suits as noted.

Visit our website for closeout TYR Guard Swimsuits

Women’s Rollover Boardshort SKU: WWK
Ultra-lightweight, quick drying, Microshield Pocket. GUARD woven in waistband, designed to rollover for view. 4” inseam. Red, Navy

XS (0-2), S (3-5), M (6-7), L (8-10), XL (11-13), 2X (14-16)

Women’s Cover Short SKU: WCS
Constructed of durable breathable nylon with Teflon® finish for quick drying and oil/chemical repellent. Elastic waistband allows for a wider range of fit. 3” inseam, exterior pocket with Velcro closure and drain hole. Red, Navy

XS (3-4), S (5-6), M (7-8), L (9-10), XL (11-12), 2XL (13-14), 3XL (15-16)

"GUARD" Patch SKU: GP
Sold Separately
T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • RASH GUARDS

GUARD Tank Tops
SKU: TNK
100% cotton. GUARD printed front & back. Red, White S, M, L, XL, XXL

Red, White & Blue Tee
SKU: GDT-RWB
LIFEGUARD printed front and back. 100% cotton. White, Ash S, M, L, XL, XXL

Guard Tops
GUARD Tank Tops
SKU: TNK
100% cotton. GUARD printed front & back. Red, White S, M, L, XL, XXL

Red, White & Blue Tee
SKU: GDT-RWB
LIFEGUARD printed front and back. 100% cotton. White, Ash S, M, L, XL, XXL

LIFEGUARD Tees
100% cotton. LIFEGUARD printed front and back. Red, White, Fluorescent Safety Yellow S, M, L, XL, XXL

Short-Sleeve SKU: LGT-SS
Long-Sleeve SKU: LGT-LS

Rash Guards
SPF 150, UV 98%
LIFEGUARD or OCEAN RESCUE on back. Shirt made of stretch lycra. Excellent protection, from wind, water, sun.

Short Sleeve Rash Guard
SKU: RASH-SS Short Plain
SKU: RASH-SS-LG Short Lifeguard
SKU: RASH-SS-OR Short Ocean Rescue

Long Sleeve Rash Guard
SKU: RASH-LS Long Plain
SKU: RASH-LS-LG Long Lifeguard
SKU: RASH-LS-OR Long Ocean Rescue

Red, White, Navy, Yellow
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Rash Guard
SPF 150, UV 98%
LIFEGUARD or OCEAN RESCUE on back. Shirt made of stretch lycra. Excellent protection, from wind, water, sun.

Short Sleeve Rash Guard
SKU: RASH-SS Short Plain
SKU: RASH-SS-LG Short Lifeguard
SKU: RASH-SS-OR Short Ocean Rescue

Long Sleeve Rash Guard
SKU: RASH-LS Long Plain
SKU: RASH-LS-LG Long Lifeguard
SKU: RASH-LS-OR Long Ocean Rescue

Red, White, Navy, Yellow
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Lightweight Hooded Sweatshirt SKU: HOOD
• Double-Lined Hood for Warmth • Pouch Pocket
• Soft Feel, Reduced Pilling • 8oz. Poly/Cotton Blend
Red with White “LIFEGUARD” Front & Back

Youth Rashguards
Long Sleeve/Short Sleeve Available by Special Order Sizes: 2-16
Binoculars

Both models come complete with glare reducing amber coated lenses, armor coating, neck strap and carrying case.

10x25 Binoculars SKU: BIN2
10x50 Binoculars SKU: BIN


Key Chains

Foam replicas of our rescue tube and can.

TUBES SKU: KCT
SIDE 1: “LIFEGUARD”
SIDE 2: “LIFEGUARD”, “JR. GUARD”, or MRP logo.

CANS SKU: KCC
SIDE 1: “LIFEGUARD”
SIDE 2: “LIFEGUARD” or MRP logo.
Your logo also available (250 minimum order)

Guard Jackets SKU: GJ Red, Navy
A true classic! Great all-purpose jacket. Strong nylon shell with cotton liner and two pockets. GUARD printed on back.
Sizes S-XXL

Guard Jackets SKU: GJ Red, Navy

Waterproof Radio Cases


Aquapac Pro SKU: AP-239-BLACK SKU: AP-240-ORANGE
Features a ziplock seal instead of an Aquadrip Shoulder strap. Submersible for 30 mins. in <3ft of water. Fits left and right handed VHF radios. Floats.
Classic Visors
SKU: VISOR
100% washed cotton twill
Red, White, Navy
Adjustable Velcro closure & sweatband.
Embroided with LIFEGUARD or plain.

LIFEGUARD Baseball Hat
SKU: HAT
Embroided 6-panel hat with visor.
Made from durable cotton/poly blend.
Red, White, Navy

Aussie Hat
SKU: AUHT
Wide brim for full protection.
Rope cord with adjustable slider.
With LIFEGUARD logo or plain.
One size fits all.
Natural, Navy
Your logo available on front & back at a small cost.

Straw Hats
SKU: BAJA
Constructed of 100% natural fibers, these full-brim hats provide 360º sun protection.
One Size Fits Most.
Elastic Fitting.
UPF 50.

GUARD Sunglasses
SKU: GS-W white
SKU: GS-BK black
100% UVA/UVB Protection • Polarized Shatterproof Lenses • Tough & Light
SUNSCREEN

- Low-Cost • FDA Compliant
- Contains Aloe Vera Gel and Vitamin E
- FDA Rated Water Resistant (maximum duration 80 minutes)
- PABA & Oil Free
- Broad Spectrum with UVA/UVB Protection

**SunX30+ Sunscreen**
- SKU: RM-QUART
- SKU: RM-GALLON

**SunX50 Sunscreen Lotion**
- SKU: SUNX50-QT
- SKU: SUNX50-GAL

**Dispenser Bladder**
- SKU: SUNX-BL
- 750ml bladder for wall dispenser

**Wall Dispenser**
- SKU: SUNX-WD
- 750ml bladder sold separately

**6 Ounce**
- SKU: SUNX-6

**Quart**
- SKU: SUNX-QT

**Gallon**
- SKU: SUNX-GALLON

**Includes Pump**

**4 Ounce Tube**
- SKU: ZBLOK-4

**INCLUDES PUMP**

**Rocky Mountain Sunscreen**
- Broad Spectrum
- Water Resistant (80 Minutes)
- Oxybenzone Free
- Fragrance Free
- Moisturizing
- Greaseless
- SPF30

**Z Blok Sunscreen**
- Unique formula does not contain any fragrances or petroleum-based ingredients, which may cause eyes to sting.
- Zinc oxide protects against skin cancer and premature skin aging.
- Provides broad-spectrum UVA/UVB protection.

**Wall Mount Bracket**
- For Gallon Sunscreen
- SKU: RM-WB

**Dispenser Bladder**
- SKU: SUNX-BL
- 750ml bladder sold separately

**Wall Dispenser**
- SKU: SUNX-WD
- 750ml bladder sold separately

**6 Ounce**
- SKU: SUNX-6

**Quart**
- SKU: SUNX-QT

**Gallon**
- SKU: SUNX-GALLON

**Includes Pump**

**4 Ounce Tube**
- SKU: ZBLOK-4

**INCLUDES PUMP**

**Wall Mount Bracket**
- For Gallon Sunscreen
- SKU: RM-WB

**Z Blok Sunscreen**
- Unique formula does not contain any fragrances or petroleum-based ingredients, which may cause eyes to sting.
- Zinc oxide protects against skin cancer and premature skin aging.
- Provides broad-spectrum UVA/UVB protection.

**Rubs in Clear • Highly Water-Resistant**
FANNY PACKS

Premium Red Fanny Pack
SKU: FP-PRE-RED
An extremely durable fanny pack constructed of 1680 Denier Ballistic Nylon.

Fanny Pack with Straps SKU: FP-LOOP
This is the same great hip pack as our Standard Fanny Pack, plus convenient fast-stick straps to hold a water bottle or a towel. Navy, Red

Clear Guard Hip Pack SKU: FP-CLR
This clear guard fanny pack with mesh bottom is great for lifeguards on duty. GUARD printed on the front.

First Responder Fanny Pack SKU: FA-RESPONDER
Comes with CPR mask, foil blanket, breakaway lanyard, Bengal whistle and latex gloves. Red Only

Standard Fanny Pack
Durable, tear-resistant nylon construction. Heavy-duty adjustable 45” waist strap. Three water-resistant zipper pockets.

Fanny Pack Mesh Drain SKU: FP-DRAIN
This Mesh Fanny Pack is great for quick draining in emergency situations. The mesh bottom vents water, sand and debris for a cleaner hassle-free interior, as well as mildew prevention. Red Only

MRP Fanny Pack with First Aid Supplies
SKU: FA-FP Navy Blue, Red Size: 7.25”x4.5”x3”
Our standard pack loaded with supplies:

- 1 MRP CPR Mask with O₂ Inlet in Case with Gloves and Wipe
- 10 BZK Antiseptic Wipes
- 10 Adhesive Bandages 0.75”x3”
- 5 Butterfly Bandages
- 2 Plastic Bandages 2”x4.5”
- 4-Gauze Pads 3”x3”
- 3 Sting Relief Pads
- 2 Rolls Gauze Tape
- 1 Triangle Bandage w/Pins
- 1 Instant Ice Pack
- 6 Pairs Vinyl Gloves

GUARD Logo
SKU: FP-LOGO Navy, Red

No Logo
SKU: FP-NL Navy, Red

GUARD Logo
SKU: FP-LOGO Navy, Red

No Logo
SKU: FP-NL Navy, Red
**WHISTLES • LANYARDS**

**SKU: ACT**  
**ACME THUNDERER**  
**THE ORIGINAL Nickel-Plated Brass**  
Old-time favorite for 100+ years!  
Red, White, Blue

**SKU: BAL**  
**Breakaway Lanyard**  
18” nylon lanyard with slider.  
Black, Red, Royal

**SKU: WTG**  
**Whistle Tip Guard**  
Plastic pea whistle.  
White, Black, Orange, Blue, Red

**SKU: AFL**  
**Fox 40 Sonik Blast**  
Pealess—120dB can be heard up to 1 mile, self-cleaning, cushioned mouthpiece.  
Orange/Black, Green/Purple, Pink/White, Red/Black, Neon Green/Black, Blue/White, White/Red, Red/Yellow

**SKU: MG**  
**Classic Fox 40 Pea-less Whistle**  
High-pitched ultra-shrill tone.  
Black, Neon Green, Orange, Purple, Pink, Red, White, Yellow, Royal Blue

**SKU: FOX40**  
Pealess—120dB can be heard up to 1 mile, self-cleaning, cushioned mouthpiece.  
Orange/Black, Green/Purple, Pink/White, Red/Black, Neon Green/Black, Blue/White, White/Red, Red/Yellow

**SKU: WRL**  
**Wrist Lanyard**  
Elastic, 9” wrist lanyard with swivel whistle clip.  
Black Only

**SKU: LOGO LANYARD**  
18” woven lanyard with silkscreened LIFEGUARD.  
Red Only

**SKU: BENGAL 60**  
The Bengal 60 whistle has a similar sound as the FOX 40 and all the same great features, but is a lot less expensive!  
Black, Red

**SKU: LAN-M**  
**MEDIUM WEIGHT**  
Economical, 18” lanyard with metal clip.  
Yellow, Black, White, Red, Royal, Green, Pink (not shown)

**SKU: LAN**  
**STRONGEST**  
Heavy-Duty 20” lanyard with metal whistle clip.  
Green, Royal, Yellow, Navy, Red, Black, White

**SKU: ACP**  
Plastic pea whistle.  
White, Black, Orange, Blue, Red

**SKU: WTG**  
**Whistle Tip Guard**  
Plastic pea whistle.  
White, Black, Orange, Blue, Red

**SKU: WRL**  
**Wrist Lanyard**  
Elastic, 9” wrist lanyard with swivel whistle clip.  
Black Only

**SKU: LOGO LANYARD**  
18” woven lanyard with silkscreened LIFEGUARD.  
Red Only
**Dive Equipment**

**Voit Duck Feet SKU: DUCK**
Longtime lifeguard favorite. Stiff blade, soft rubber foot pocket. Floating. Green/Blue
XS (3-5), S (5-7), M (7-8), L (8-9), XL (9-11), XXL (11-13)

**TYR Flex Fins SKU: FLEX**
Economical fin for guard classes, camp programs, and conditioning. XXXS (12-1), XXS (1-3), XS (3-5), S (5-7), M (7-9), L (9-11), XL (11-13), XXL (13-15)

**DaFin Swim Fin SKU: DAFIN**
Best Seller
Lightweight, floating. Red/Yellow
XS (3-4), S (5-6), M (7-8), ML (9-10), L (11-12), XL (13-14), XXL (15-16)

**TYR Hydroblade Fin SKU: HYDBL**
Engineered to promote short, quick movement through legs and feet. 100% silicone construction comfort fit. Innovative heel strap design & pull tab.
S (4-6) M (6-7) L (8-9) XL (10-11) XXL (12-14)

**Padded Fin Saver SKU: DASAV**
2mm neoprene with reinforced strap. Stay attached to your fins even in the heaviest surf.
Black, Red
Small (XXS-M), Reg (M-XXL)

**Fin Belt SKU: FIN-BELT**
Fully adjustable belt conveniently secures fins at your waist. Two quick-release buckles hold your fins. Plus two D-Rings for accessories.
Fits waist sizes 30-40

**DaFin Swim Fin**
Includes mesh storage bag!

**Churchill Makapuu Fins SKU: CHILL**
Patented since 1936. Dolphin design for maximum power & acceleration.
Colors Vary
S (5-6.5), M (7-8.5), ML (9-10.5), L (11-12.5), XL (13-14.5)

**U.S. Divers Adult Mask & Snorkel**
Silicone skirt, Pro-Glide buckles for easy adjustment. Pivot Dry Snorkel seals when underwater. Full flex section provides custom fit. One-way purge valve.

**Mask with Standard Flex Snorkel**
SKU: ADMIRAL COMBO

**Mask with Dry Snorkel**
SKU: ADMIRAL DRY COMBO

**Mask Only**
SKU: 125

**Aqua Sphere Swim Goggles SKU: SEAL 2.0**
180° field of vision plus more hydrodynamic than a traditional swim mask.
100% Silicone, Close-Fitting, Low Volume, Anti-Fog, Easy Adjusting, 100% UV Protection, Polycarbonate Lenses, Latex-Free

**Dive Bag SKU: DB**
Strong Mesh Upper, Solid Base, Shoulder Strap and Top-Tie 18”x30” Lime/Black or Blue/Black

**White/Blue Clear Lens**

**Gray/Silver Clear Lens**
**Competition Manikin**

SKU: MANIKIN-COMP

Meets International Lifesaving Federation (ILS) specifications. Non-fading and chip-resistant paint. Non-removable weight eliminates loss. Middle plug to fill and drain. 17 lbs.

**Snyder Training Manikin**

SKU: MANIKIN

- Towing Weight of Average Person
- Endurance Training
- Pre-Test Preparation
- Maintenance-Free
- Weight 20 Lbs.

**Manual of Open Water Lifesaving**

SKU: USA

Comprehensive training for both surf and inland beaches. Designed for guard and junior programs. 400 pages, 100 photos. *Third Edition*

**USLA Training Videos on DVD**

SKU: DVD

Available separately or as a set of four:
1. Water Observation
2. Components of Rescue
3. Search and Recovery
4. Vehicle Operations

**Kickboards**

SKU: KB

Original Aqua-Cell kickboard for all ages. Non-slip surface. Contoured handgrips. No-waterlogging, 20"x12"x1".

Yellow, Red, Blue, Purple

**DIVE BRICK** Lifeguard training aid requirement, 10 lb. solid rubber, 3"x 9".

**DIVE RING** 5" rubber rings for fun and training.

**SKU: FLAGS** Highly-visible warning flags display conditions. UV resistant “Solar Max” construction. 29"x 38" with brass grommets.

No Swimming, Shark, Rip Current, Diagonal (Dangerous Conditions), Red, Yellow, Green, Purple

**SKU: FLAG SIGN**

Warning Flags Sign ensures public attention to conditions. Made from engineer grade, reflective aluminum sheet. Available in two sizes: 18"x24" and 30"x36".
Yoke Vest
SKU: PFD10
USCG TYPE II
Affordable for camps and large groups. Quick release buckle. 30-50 lbs. (child), 50-90 lbs. (youth) 90+ lbs. (adult)
Orange Only

Super Soft Lifejackets
SKU: PFD40 USCG TYPE II
Soft, comfortable, easy-to-clean, closed cell foam vest for the entire family. Child XS, S have adjustable leg strap for extra safety. See Web for All Sizes and Colors

All Person Fit Adult Lifejacket SKU: APF USCG TYPE III
Designed for adults 90 lbs. and up, universal sizing adjusts from a 30” chest to a super-size 56” chest. Velcro pockets, Reflective trim. Green/Black, Mango/Black, Red/Black

Best Sellers

SKU: PFD20-Infant
Under 30 lbs. Red/Yellow, Blue/Yellow
Head pillows, leg strap, grab strap. USCG TYPE II

SKU: PFD20-Child
30-50 lbs. Red or Blue
Leg strap, side straps. USCG TYPE III

SKU: PFD20-Youth
50-90 lbs. Red or Blue
Adjustable side straps. USCG TYPE III

SKU: PFD20-Adult
30-52” chest, oversized 40-60” Adjustable straps. Red or Blue USCG TYPE III
**POLYPRO LINE**

3-strand floating line in spools or by the foot.

**BEST VALUE - LINE BY THE SPOOL**

- ¼" Spools: 600' & 1200' Yellow, Blue/White
- ⅜" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White
- ½" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White
- ¾" Spool: 300' Blue/White Only
- ¾" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White

Red/White Line Available by Special Order

---

**Rope Hooks**

SKU: RH

The strongest rope hooks available. Rope is clamped and screwed to hook. Absolutely no slippage! For ⅛, ⅜, ⅝ lines.

---

**Non-Locking Line Floats**

Football style, sturdy polyethylene, ideal for pool lanes and boundaries.

- SKU: NLF350 3"x5", ½" hole, space 3'-4'
- SKU: NLF590 5"x9", ¾" hole, space 5'-7'

---

**Orange Mooring Buoy**

Solid Vinyl - extra tough, inflates or deflates for storage. 1" eyelet.

Please call for available daymarks.

- SKU: MB9 9"  
- SKU: MB15 15"  
- SKU: MB12 12"  
- SKU: MB18 18"

---

**Other Styles and Sizes Available**

- ¼" Spools: 600' & 1200' Yellow, Blue/White
- 3/8" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White
- ½" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White
- ¾" Spool: 300' Blue/White Only
- ¾" Spools: 600' Yellow, Blue/White

Choice of Daymarks

---

**Locking Line Floats**

3 Self-locking compartments, no knots or clips needed. Red/White, Blue/White, Orange/White

- SKU: LLF350 3"x5" for ⅜" line recommended spacing 3'-4'
- SKU: LLF355 3"x5" for ½" line recommended spacing 3'-4'
- SKU: LLF590 5"x9" for ½" line recommended spacing 5'-7'
- SKU: LLF595 5"x9" for ¾" line recommended spacing 5'-7'

---

**Economy Buoy**

Economical, polystyrene foam body with marine enamel shell, steel eye bolt, 36"x12", 38 lbs.

Choice of Daymarks

---

**Economical Buoy**

Economical, polystyrene foam body with marine enamel shell, steel eye bolt, 36"x12", 38 lbs.

Choice of Daymarks

---

**Sombrero Buoy**

High Density Polyethylene. ½" galvanized eye bolt. 10" wide can, 21" wide base, 45" tall, 39 lbs.

Choice of Daymarks
**Premium & Heavyweight Umbrellas**

- Strongest Acrylic or Vinyl
- Two-piece 1 1/2” Diameter Pole
- Super-Strong Steel Ribs
- Heavy Gauge Tilting Mechanism
- Reinforced End Tips
- Spring-Activated Steel Ledge
- Non-Twist Endcaps
- Stainless Steel Joints & Rivets
- 94” Tall • 12 lbs.

**Premium Acrylic**
SKU: UMB-A

- Red with LIFEGUARD logo only.

**Heavyweight Vinyl**
SKU: UMB-H

- Available Blue/White, Green/White, or Red/White Alternating Panels

---

**Medium Weight Umbrellas**
SKU: UMB-M

- Vinyl-laminated nylon canopy
- 6 1/2’ diameter canopy
- 2-Piece Aluminum Pole with tilting mechanism
- 7’ tall
- 8 lbs.

- Red with LIFEGUARD

**Bench Buddy**

SKU: BENCHBUD

- Quickly attaches anywhere. Easily adjustable to 25 different positions!
- Blue Only

---

**Solar™ Reflective Umbrellas**

**Solar Umbrella**
SKU: SOLAR

- Durable & Economical
- 6’ Canopy • 7’ Tall • 5 lbs.
- 1 1/4” Diameter Tilting Pole
- 100% UV Protection
- Carrying Case Included

- Silver Reflective Top with Pacific Blue or Forest Green Underlining.

**Solar LIFE GUARD**
SKU: SOLAR-LG

- Reflective Top with Red Lining
- Vented Canopy for High-Wind Stability

---

Our premium quality umbrella is made from 9 oz. marine-grade acrylic fabric for extreme durability. They’re strong, fade-resistant, and easy to clean. Heavyweight vinyl umbrellas have all the same rugged hardware and features as our premium umbrellas in a variety of color options.

**Keeps your guards up to 15° cooler!**
LIFEGUARD CHAIRS & SIGNS

Our lifeguard chairs are maintenance-free. 100% recycled plastic never rusts or splinters. All include umbrella holder and cup holder.

SKU: 500
30”L x 29”W x 51”H, seat height 30”, 62 lbs.

501
Front-Step for 500 Chair.

505
33”L x 29”W x 51”H, seat height 30”, 75 lbs., with non-slip surface on platform.

510
41”L x 30”W x 61”H, seat height 40”, 110 lbs., with non-slip surface on platforms.

515
43”L x 30”W x 70”H, seat height 50”, 150 lbs., with non-slip surface on platforms. Smaller footprint than the 520.

517
49”L x 36”W x 82”H, seat height 60”, 175 lbs. Non-slip surface.

LIFEGUARD CHAIRS & SIGNS

520
48”L x 59”W x 70”H, seat height 50”, platform height 33”, 155 lbs., side step for pool access, non-slip steps & platform.

521
Platform Kit Side-Step for 520 Chair. Kit includes steps for both right & left sides.

525
62”L x 59”W x 70”H, seat height 50”, platform height 33”, 155 lbs., non-slip surface on steps and platform.

530
52”L x 59”W x 85”H, seat height 64”, platform height 47”, 200 lbs., side step for pool access, non-slip steps & platform.

531
Platform Kit Side-Step for 530 Chair. Kit includes steps for both right & left sides.

535
72”L x 59”W x 85”H, seat height 64”, platform height 47”, 200 lbs., non-slip surface on steps and platform.

DOUBLE LIFEGUARD CHAIR
Umbrella and cup holders on both left and right side. Anchor boards included. Ships via freight.

520D
Medium
Seat Height: 50”
Platform: 33”
48”L x 60”W x 70”H

530D
Tall
Seat Height: 64”
Platform: 47”
52”L x 60”W x 85”H

SIGNS

Engraved NOT Printed! Durable HDPE Plastic. Variety of sizes and colors. Custom signs also available!

VERTICAL SIGNS:
18”x24”
12”x18”
10”x12”

HORIZONTAL SIGNS:
24”x18”
18”x12”
12”x10”

STORAGE BOXES

HDPE Recycled Plastic Lumber, Stainless Steel Hardware. No assembly.

Open Top Box 4-foot
SKU: OTB4
Outside dimensions: 49 ½”L x 25 ¾”W x 29”H
Inside dimensions: 46 ½”L x 22 ½”W x 26”H

Open Top Box 6-foot
SKU: OTB6
Outside dimensions: 73 ½”L x 25 ¾”W x 29”H
Inside dimensions: 70 ½”L x 22 ½”W x 26”H
2020

Worldwide Agencies Using MRP Include:
Australia • Canada • England • France
Germany • Hong Kong • Italy • Japan
New Zealand • Panama • Spain • Virgin Islands

Over 40 years serving Aquatic Agencies Worldwide

Note: Aquatic Rescue & First Aid Care are specialized skills. All lifesaving personnel should obtain training from an accredited agency — Red Cross, YMCA, USLA, etc.

Rest In Peace, Bob

All of us at Marine Rescue Products have been extremely fortunate to have known Bob for 50 years. Bob has been an advisor, role model, inspiration, business partner, and most of all, a true friend. We will miss watching him compete, talking about his beloved USC Trojans and receiving his animated Christmas cards.

We wish the best to Bob's family and all his friends.

Rian, Sue, and Dan

Bob Burnside
Founder of Surf Saving International, which became Marine Rescue Products